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Tampa Bay Noir
‘Gripping suspense at its best’ Karin Slaughter ‘If you haven’t yet discovered Lisa Unger, what are you waiting for?’ Harlan
Coben

Twice
When my mother named me Ophelia, she thought she was being literary. She didn’t realize she was being tragic. On the
surface, Annie Powers’s life in a wealthy Floridian suburb is happy and idyllic. Her husband, Gray, loves her fiercely;
together, they dote on their beautiful young daughter, Victory. But the bubble surrounding Annie is pricked when she
senses that the demons of her past have resurfaced and, to her horror, are now creeping up on her. These are demons she
can’t fully recall because of a highly dissociative state that allowed her to forget the tragic and violent episodes of her
earlier life as Ophelia March and to start over, under the loving and protective eye of Gray, as Annie Powers. Disturbing
events—the appearance of a familiar dark figure on the beach, the mysterious murder of her psychologist—trigger strange
and confusing memories for Annie, who realizes she has to quickly piece them together before her past comes to claim her
future and her daughter. From the Hardcover edition.

Black Out
A young woman is haunted by the ghost of her conjoined twin, in Lisa Brown's The Phantom Twin, a sweetly spooky graphic
novel set in a turn-of-the-century sideshow. Isabel and Jane are the Extraordinary Peabody Sisters, conjoined twins in a
traveling carnival freak show—until an ambitious surgeon tries to separate them and fails, causing Jane's death. Isabel has
lost an arm and a leg but gained a ghostly companion: Her dead twin is now her phantom limb. Haunted, altered, and alone
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for the first time, can Isabel build a new life that's truly her own?

Smoke
A founding member of the acclaimed New York-based company Mabou Mines, Breuer's gifts as a writer and director have
have made him a mainstay of the theatrical avant-garde.

Hush
Named a BEST BOOK OF FALL 2019 by People Magazine, Boston Globe, BookBub, PopSugar, CrimeReads and more.
“Brilliant…. A well-crafted psychological thriller.” —The New York Times Book Review Even good people are drawn to do evil
things Twelve-year-old Rain Winter narrowly escaped an abduction while walking to a friend’s house. Her two best friends,
Tess and Hank, were not as lucky. Tess never came home, and Hank was held in captivity before managing to escape. Their
abductor was sent to prison but years later was released. Then someone delivered real justice--and killed him in cold blood.
Now Rain is living the perfect suburban life, her dark childhood buried deep. She spends her days as a stay-at-home mom,
having put aside her career as a hard-hitting journalist to care for her infant daughter. But when another brutal murderer
who escaped justice is found dead, Rain is unexpectedly drawn into the case. Eerie similarities to the murder of her friends’
abductor force Rain to revisit memories she’s worked hard to leave behind. Is there a vigilante at work? Who is the next
target? Why can’t Rain just let it go? Introducing one of the most compelling and original killers in crime fiction today, Lisa
Unger takes readers deep inside the minds of both perpetrator and victim, blurring the lines between right and wrong,
crime and justice, and showing that sometimes people deserve what comes to them.

They're Watching
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner, a propulsive thriller featuring an ordinary woman who will stop at
nothing to find the missing people that the rest of the world has forgotten Frankie Elkin is an average middle-aged woman,
a recovering alcoholic with more regrets than belongings. But she spends her life doing what no one else will--searching for
missing people the world has stopped looking for. When the police have given up, when the public no longer remembers,
when the media has never paid attention, Frankie starts looking. A new case brings her to Mattapan, a Boston neighborhood
with a rough reputation. She is searching for Angelique Badeau, a Haitian teenager who vanished from her high school
months earlier. Resistance from the Boston PD and the victim's wary family tells Frankie she's on her own--and she soon
learns she's asking questions someone doesn't want answered. But Frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth, even if
it means the next person to go missing could be her.
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The Dark Corners of the Night
‘A “can’t miss” 5 star thriller! Fast-paced and engrossing, I stayed up until 2 a.m. to finish it! One of my favourite thrillers of
2020!!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘A masterclass in storytelling Unforgettable.’ Samantha Downing, author of My Lovely
Wife Everyone has a secret. Who would you trust with yours?

The Whispers
"In this explosive new thriller by New York Times bestselling author Lisa Unger, a wronged woman becomes a vigilante
seeking revenge on the men who destroyed her family"--

Four Thrillers by Lisa Unger
Have you ever felt blemished? Broken? Unworthy? Have you ever felt like you were not good enough to be used by God or
even loved by God? Under the Old Covenant, everyone who had a blemish was disqualified from the priesthood and
forbidden from ministering in the temple. Come with me on a journey as we watch Jesus proclaim his mission to the poor
and broken. Respond to his invitation to a great feast, and see how Jesus seeks to restore the blemished and make them
whole. You may feel like you have been disqualified. But I have good news! For the Son of Man has come to seek and to
save that which was lost. See yourself through the eyes of Jesus, who sees you as UNblemished!

The Red Hunter
Four thrilling novels by bestselling novelist Lisa Unger are now available as one complete series. Read all four novels in
order for the first time digitally and delve into Unger’s world—full of nightmarish journeys, bone-chilling discoveries, and
breathtaking consequences, in a complete package, never before available. Includes an excerpt from Lisa Unger’s Fragile
Beautiful Lies If Ridley Jones had just slept ten minutes later, she would still be living the beautiful lie she used to call her
life. Instead, she’s in the right place at the right time to unleash a chain of events that brings a mysterious package to her
door—a package which informs her that her entire world is a sham. Suddenly forced to question everything she knows
about herself and her family, Ridley wanders into dark territory she never knew existed. "Suspenseful, sensitive, sexy,
subtle . . . The best nail-biter I have read for ages. Highly recommended." —Lee Child Sliver of Truth Just as she’s beginning
to move on with her life, another seemingly mundane act—picking up a few envelopes of prints at a photo lab—puts Ridley
Jones at the nexus of a global network of crime. At once hunting down a ghost and finding her own life in danger, Ridley
wonders if she ever had the power to shape her own destiny . . . and whether love has any reality beyond her imagination.
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“Compulsive reading.” —New York Daily News Black Out On the surface, Annie Powers’s life in a wealthy Floridian suburb is
happy and idyllic. But the bubble surrounding Annie is pricked when she senses that the demons of her past have
resurfaced and, to her horror, are now creeping up on her. Disturbing events—the appearance of a familiar dark figure on
the beach, the mysterious murder of her psychologist—trigger strange and confusing memories for Annie, who realizes she
has to quickly piece them together before her past comes to claim her future . . . and her daughter. “Riveting psychological
suspense of the first order. If you haven’t yet experienced Lisa Unger, what are you waiting for?”—Harlan Coben Die For
You Isabel Raine thought she had everything—a successful career, a supportive family, and a happy marriage to the man
she loved. Then one ordinary morning, her husband picks up his briefcase, kisses her good-bye, and simply vanishes. Now
the only thing Isabel knows for sure is that her husband of five years is gone. Where is he and who is he are questions no
one seems able to answer. But Isabel will not rest until she discovers the truth about the man she loves, even if it means
risking everything—including her own life. "Lisa Unger writes with sharp psychological insight and bone-deep understanding
of her characters. This novel is almost unbearably thrilling." —Luanne Rice

Fragile
“Brimming with scandal and an equal amount of heart…a sweeping yet intimate look at the lives of some of history’s most
notorious figures from Vanderbilts to the Prince of Wales… A must-read.”—Chanel Cleeton, New York Times bestselling
author of When We Left Cuba and Next Year in Havana “Bryn Turnbull takes a story we think we know and turns it on its
head, with captivating results… A beautifully written, meticulously researched and altogether memorable debut.”—Jennifer
Robson, USA TODAY bestselling author of The Gown For fans of The Paris Wife and The Crown, this stunning novel tells the
true story of the American divorcée who captured Prince Edward’s heart before he abdicated his throne for Wallis Simpson.
In the summer of 1926, when Thelma Morgan marries Viscount Duke Furness after a whirlwind romance, she’s immersed in
a gilded world of extraordinary wealth and privilege. For Thelma, the daughter of an American diplomat, her new life as a
member of the British aristocracy is like a fairy tale—even more so when her husband introduces her to Edward, Prince of
Wales. In a twist of fate, her marriage to Duke leads her to fall headlong into a love affair with Edward. But happiness is
fleeting, and their love is threatened when Thelma’s sister, Gloria Morgan Vanderbilt, becomes embroiled in a scandal with
far-reaching implications. As Thelma sails to New York to support Gloria, she leaves Edward in the hands of her trusted
friend Wallis, never imagining the consequences that will follow. Bryn Turnbull takes readers from the raucous glamour of
the Paris Ritz and the French Riviera to the quiet, private corners of St. James’s Palace in this sweeping story of love, loyalty
and betrayal.

One-hit Wonder
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Annie Powers's idyllic life with a wealthy, doting husband and lovely young daughter begins to unravel when her past
returns to haunt her in the form of an enigmatic dark figure, the murder of her psychologist, and confusing, violent
memories.

Right Behind You
“Don’t miss it. This is a great one!” — Stephen King Soon to be an Amazon TV series I am the legion of the night He appears
in the darkness like a ghost, made of shadows and fear—the Midnight Man. He comes for the parents but leaves the
children alive, tiny witnesses to unspeakable horror. The bedroom communities of Los Angeles are gripped with dread, and
the attacks are escalating. Still reeling from her best friend’s close call in a bombing six months ago, FBI behavioral analyst
Caitlin Hendrix has come to Los Angeles to assist in the Midnight Man investigation and do what she does best—hunt a
serial killer. Her work is what keeps her going, but something about this UNSUB—unknown subject—doesn’t sit right. She
soon realizes that this case will test not only her skills but also her dedication, for within the heart of a killer lives a secret
that mirrors Caitlin’s own past. Hesitancy is not an option, but will she be able to do what must be done if the time comes?
Tense and impactful, Edgar Award winner Meg Gardiner’s latest UNSUB thriller will leave you on the edge of your seat until
its riveting conclusion.

The Darkness Gathers
Two-time Edgar Award–winning author Lori Roy entangles readers in a heart-pounding tale of two women battling for
survival against a century’s worth of hate. On the day a black truck rattles past her house and a Klan flyer lands in her front
yard, ten-year-old Beth disappears from her Simmonsville, Georgia, home. Armed with skills honed while caring for an
alcoholic mother, she must battle to survive the days and months ahead. Seven years later, Imogene Coulter is burying her
father—a Klan leader she has spent her life distancing herself from—and trying to escape the memories his funeral evokes.
But Imogene is forced to confront secrets long held by Simmonsville and her own family when, while clearing out her
father's apparent hideout on the day of his funeral, she finds a child. Young and alive, in an abandoned basement, and
behind a door that only locks from the outside. As Imogene begins to uncover the truth of what happened to young Beth all
those years ago, her father’s heir apparent to the Klan’s leadership threatens her and her family. Driven by a love that
extends beyond the ties of blood, Imogene struggles to save a girl she never knew but will now be bound to forever, and to
save herself and those dearest to her. Tightly coiled and chilling, Gone Too Long ensnares, twists, and exposes the high
price we are willing to pay for the ones we love.

The Revelators
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Eloise Montgomery discovers her amazing gift in the wake of tragedy in this first of three captivating e-shorts from awardwinning and New York Times bestselling author Lisa Unger. It’s a day like any other for Eloise Montgomery—until tragedy
strikes. While she is recovering from a horrible accident that takes the lives of her husband and oldest daughter, and as she
works to help her younger daughter move forward, Eloise experiences her first psychic vision. Though she struggles to
understand her newfound gifts, Eloise finds a way use them to save lost women and girls—for whom her help may be the
only way out… From an author whose “gripping narrative and evocative, muscular prose” (Associated Press) have won her
critical acclaim comes The Whispers: a story that delves deep into the human psyche and the mind of one unforgettable
heroine.

Die for You
A thrilling novel from New York Times bestselling author Lisa Unger about the hunt for a missing girl and one community’s
intricate yet fragile bonds. Everybody knows everybody in The Hollows, a quaint, charming town outside of New York City.
It’s a place where neighbors keep an eye on one another’s kids, where people say hello in the grocery store, and where
high school cliques and antics are never quite forgotten. As a child, Maggie found living under the microscope of small-town
life stifling. But as a wife and mother, she has happily returned to The Hollows’s insular embrace. As a psychologist, her
knowledge of family histories provides powerful insights into her patients’ lives. So when the girlfriend of her teenage son,
Rick, disappears, Maggie’s intuitive gift proves useful to the case—and also dangerous. Eerie parallels soon emerge
between Charlene’s disappearance and the abduction of another local girl that shook the community years ago when
Maggie was a teenager. The investigation has her husband, Jones, the lead detective on the case, acting strangely. Rick,
already a brooding teenager, becomes even more withdrawn. In a town where the past is always present, nobody is above
suspicion, not even a son in the eyes of his father. As she tries to reassure him that Rick embodies his father in all of the
important ways, Maggie realizes this might be exactly what Jones fears most. Determined to uncover the truth, Maggie
pursues her own leads into Charlene’s disappearance and exposes a long-buried town secret—one that could destroy
everything she holds dear.

The Godmother
Thirteen of today's hottest female crime novelists--one thrilling mystery: Naked Came the Phoenix The promise of discretion
and pampering-and a long-overdue reconciliation with her mother-draws Caroline Blessing, the young wife of a newlyelected Congressman, to the fancy Phoenix Spa. But after her first night in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains, Caroline
wakes to find the rich and famous guests in turmoil and under suspicion: the spa's flamboyant and ambitious owner has
been murdered. As the secrets come out-and the body count rises, can Caroline keep herself from becoming the next
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victim? With contributions from: Nevada Barr ~ J.D. Robb ~ Nancy Pickard ~ Lisa Scottoline ~ Perri O'Shaughnessy ~ J.A.
Jance ~ Faye Kellerman ~ Mary Jane Clark ~ Marcia Talley ~ Anne Perry ~ Diana Gabaldon ~ Val McDermid ~ Laure R. King

The New Husband
A shattering new thriller about three women, strangers, on a heart-wrenching collision course none of them could have seen
coming. Long after anyone expected Kate to do anything with her life, she did. Using the journals left behind by her aunt
and grandmother, she wrote a novel based on a very real generation-old love story that ended in tragedy. On the other side
of town, Emily is about to set fire to her life. She’s in a dead-end job and is involved with the wrong man; she can feel
herself being drawn into darkness, with horrific consequences. With nowhere to go, she finds herself on the run. Without
knowing each other, and with lives that couldn't be more different, Kate and Emily head to the same point on the map:
Heart Island, an idyllic place in the middle of a lake in the Adirondacks, owned for generations by Birdie Burke's family. The
harsh and unyielding Birdie is at one with this island, which has a terrifying history all its own. She, too, has consequences
to face. Heartbroken is a tense, mesmerizing novel about the limits of dysfunctional families, of an island haunted by dark
memories and restless ghosts, and of the all-too-real demons we must battle. Wonderfully suspenseful, exquisitely crafted,
and written with raw, emotional power, this is Lisa Unger at her very best.

Before She Disappeared
When a New York City artist with a dubious past is accused of murdering her second husband, Lydia Strong and her partner,
private investigator Jeff Mark, find themselves having to confront a killer from their past in order to solve the mystery.

Beautiful Lies
John Searles’s Help for the Haunted is an unforgettable story of a most unusual family, their deep secrets, their harrowing
tragedy, and ultimately, a daughter’s discovery of a dark and unexpected mystery. Sylvie Mason’s parents have an unusual
occupation—helping “haunted souls” find peace. After receiving a strange phone call one winter’s night, they leave the
house and are later murdered in an old church in a horrifying act of violence. A year later, Sylvie is living in the care of her
older sister, who may be to blame for what happened to their parents. Now, the inquisitive teenager pursues the mystery,
moving closer to the knowledge of what occurred that night—and to the truth about her family’s past and the secrets that
have haunted them for years. Capturing the vivid eeriness of Stephen King’s works with the compelling quirkiness of John
Irving’s beloved novels, Help for the Haunted is that rare story that brings to life a richly imagined and wholly original world.
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The Stranger Inside
Lana Granger, a master manipulator and compulsive liar, takes a job babysitting a troubled boy named Luke who threatens
to reveal the truth about her involvement in the disappearance of her closest friend.

Pigs in Heaven
In The Grave Tattoo, suspense master Val McDermid spins a psychological thriller in which a present-day murder has its
roots in the eighteenth century and the mutiny on the H.M.S. Bounty. After torrential summer rains uncover a bizarrely
tattooed body on a Lake District hillside, long discarded old wives' tales takes on a chilling new plausibility. For centuries,
Lakelanders have whispered that Fletcher Christian staged the massacre on Pitcairn so that he could return home. And
there, he told his story to an old friend and schoolmate, William Wordsworth, who turned it into a long narrative poem--a
poem that remained hidden lest it expose Wordsworth to the gallows for harboring a fugitive. Wordsworth specialist Jane
Gresham, herself a native of the Lake District, feels compelled to discover once and for all whether the manuscript ever
existed--and whether it still exists today. But as she pursues each new lead, death follows hard on her heels. Suddenly Jane
is at the heart of a 200-year-old mystery that still has the power to put lives on the line. Against the dramatic backdrop of
England's Lake District a drama of life and death plays out, its ultimate prize a bounty worth millions.

In the Blood
"Riveting, emotionally rich, original, and beautifully written, this book kept me up too late reading, had me sneaking in
pages the next day. They're Watching reminded me what it's like to be in the thrall of a great story: helpless until the end,
loving every minute of it."—Lisa Unger, New York Times bestselling author of Die for You Patrick Davis is a man with
troubles. First his Hollywood dreams crumble and then his storybook marriage hits a snag. Now, DVDs start being delivered
to his house—DVDs which show that someone is watching him and his wife, that the two of them are being stalked and
recorded by cameras hidden in their house. Then the e-mails start, and someone offers to fix everything, to take the mess
his life has become and make it all right. Patrick figures it's the offer of a lifetime. But Patrick couldn't be more wrong. With
every step he falls deeper into a web of intrigue that threatens everything he values in this world. Before he knows it, he's
in and in deep—and his only escape is to outwit and outplay his unseen opponents at their own game.

The Chalet
“Sara Paretsky is a genius.” —LEE CHILD From New York Times bestselling author Sara Paretsky, a collection of thrilling
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crime and detective short stories, many featuring legendary detective V.I. Warshawski—including a brand-new V.I. story.
New York Times bestselling author Sara Paretsky is the master of twisting suspense and compelling plots. She has been
hailed by the crime community as “a legend” (Harlan Coben) and “one of the all-time greats” (Karin Slaughter). Her
acclaimed novels featuring detective V.I. Warshawski have become one of the most celebrated series in modern fiction.
Now in this spellbinding collection, Paretsky showcases her extraordinary talents with fourteen short stories, including one
new V.I. story and seven other classics featuring the indomitable detective. In “Miss Bianca,” a young girl becomes involved
in espionage when she befriends a mouse in a laboratory that is conducting dark experiments. Ten-year-old V.I. Warshawski
appears in “Wildcat,” embarking on her very first investigation to save her father. A hardboiled New York detective and
elderly British aristocrat team up to reveal a murderer in Chicago during the World’s Fair in “Murder at the Century of
Progress.” In the new title story, “Love & Other Crimes,” V.I. treads the line between justice and vengeance when the
wrongful firing of a family friend makes him a murder suspect. For longtime fans of V.I. Warshawski, new readers
discovering her for the first time, or any lover of crime and bone-chilling suspense, Love & Other Crimes is a celebration of
Paretsky’s exceptional storytelling skill and a searing exploration of the dark conspiracies and desperate human acts hiding
in plain sight.

Confessions On The 7:45
Picking up where her modern classic The Bean Trees left off, Barbara Kingsolver’s bestselling Pigs in Heaven continues the
tale of Turtle and Taylor Greer, a Native American girl and her adoptive mother who have settled in Tucson, Arizona, as they
both try to overcome their difficult pasts. Taking place three years after The Bean Trees, Taylor is now dating a musician
named Jax and has officially adopted Turtle. But when a lawyer for the Cherokee Nation begins to investigate the
adoption—their new life together begins to crumble. Depicting the clash between fierce family love and tribal law, poverty
and means, abandonment and belonging, Pigs in Heaven is a morally wrenching, gently humorous work of fiction that
speaks equally to the head and the heart. This edition includes a P.S. section with additional insights from Barbara
Kingsolver, background material, suggestions for further reading, and more.

The Phantom Twin
Bee Bearhorn had a number-one hit single in 1985 – and was never heard of again. Fifteen years later she is found dead in
her flat and nobody seems to care But Ana Wills always day-dreamed about the exotic half-sister she hasn’t seen in years.
And when she comes to London to clear Bee’s flat, she uncovers a life more exotic than she imagined: a secret country
cottage, mysterious weekends away, and even a missing cat. With Bee’s closest friends – mad Lol and strong, silent Flint –
Ana sets out to discover exactly what did happen to Bee Bearhorn, the one-hit wonder
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Gone Too Long
Tampa Bay joins Miami in representing the (alleged) Sunshine State in the Noir Series arena. "At last, the popular Akashic
Noir series has adopted the Tampa Bay areaThe notion of elevating place to the status of a character in a story, a frequent
topic in writers workshops, works to maximum effect. The descriptive forays are full of observations that can only be
gleaned by living here." --Tampa Bay Times "A new collection of noir fiction features all sorts of miscreants finding their way
through this part of Florida." --Ocala Star Banner "[A] lively collection of superior short stories." --South Florida Sun Sentinel
"For too long readers have connected Florida Noir with the admittedly fascinating locales of Miami-Dade County, thanks to a
slew of talented and popular writers no doubt, but there's another major metropolitan area on the Gulf Coast that's every
bit Miami's equal for bizarre noir. Tampa Bay gets a much-deserved turn in the spotlight with this new collection in the
Akashic series, edited by Colette Bancroft and featuring some stellar contributions from writers out of the greater Tampa
diaspora, including Michael Connelly, Tim Dorsey, Sarah Gerard, Ace Atkins, and Lori Roy." --CrimeReads, One of the Most
Anticipated Crime Books of 2020 "Books can transport us to faraway, exotic places we've never seen, but they can also
show us new angles of familiar places we thought we knew. Places closer to home like Hyde Park, Tierra Verde, Davis
Islands, Palma Ceia, Clearwater Beach, Pass-a-Grille, Indian Rocks Beach, Westshore, St. Petersburg's 34th Street,
Gibsonton, Lake Maggiore, Pinellas Park, Largo, Safety Harbor and Rattlesnake. Those are the local settings--yes,
Rattlesnake is a real place!--for the 15 stories collected in Tampa Bay Noir, an anthology of new crime fiction due out in
August." --Creative Pinellas "Anyone who lives in the Tampa Bay area knows there are stories of intrigue here, just waiting
to be told." --The Gabber "Every classic mystery-fiction theme is represented here--murder, fraud, love, sex, money--and,
overall, the writing is top quality. Lovers of short crime fiction should eat this one up." --Booklist "Fifteen tales that reveal
the dark side of sunny Tampa Bay." --Kirkus Reviews Akashic Books continues its award-winning series of original noir
anthologies, launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir. Each book comprises all new stories, each one set in a distinct location
within the geographic area of the book. Brand-new stories by: Michael Connelly, Lori Roy, Ace Atkins, Karen Brown, Tim
Dorsey, Lisa Unger, Sterling Watson, Luis Castillo, Sarah Gerard, Danny López, Ladee Hubbard, Gale Massey, Yuly Restrepo
Garcés, Eliot Schrefer, and Colette Bancroft. From the introduction by Colette Bancroft: Ask most people what the Tampa
Bay area is famous for, and they might mention sparkling beaches and sleek urban centers and contented retirees strolling
the golf courses year-round. But it's always had a dark side. Just look at its signature event: a giant pirate parade. Not only
does Gasparilla honor the buccaneer traditions of theft, debauchery, and violence; its namesake pirate captain, José
Gaspar, is a fake who probably never existed. And if there's any variety of crime baked into Florida's history, it's fraud. From
the indigenous residents who supposedly conned Spanish explorers seeking the Fountain of Youth through the rolling cycles
of real estate scams that have shaped the Sunshine State for the last century or so, the place is a grifter's native habitat.

The Woman Before Wallis
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The New Husband is a riveting thriller about the lies we tell ourselves from D. J. Palmer, the author of Saving Meghan. What
makes Simon Fitch so perfect? -He knows all her favorite foods, music, and movies. -Her son adores him. He was there
when she needed him most. -He anticipates her every need. -He would never betray her like her first husband. The perfect
husband. He checks all the boxes. The question is, why? Nina Garrity learned the hard way that her missing husband, Glen,
had been leading a double life with another woman. But with Glen gone—presumably drowned while fishing on his
boat—she couldn't confront him about the affair or find closure to the life he blew apart. Now, a year and a half later, Nina
has found love again and hopes she can put her shattered world back together. Simon, a widower still grieving the death of
his first wife, thinks he has found his dream girl in Nina, and his charm and affections help break through to a heart
hardened by betrayal. Nina's teenage son, Connor, embraces Simon as the father he wishes his dad could have been, while
her friends see a different side to him, and they aren't afraid to use the word obsession. Nina works hard to bridge the
divide that’s come between her daughter and Simon. She wants so badly to believe her life is finally getting back on track,
but she’ll soon discover that the greatest danger to herself and her children are the lies people tell themselves.

Help for the Haunted
The final e-short in a thrilling mini-series about a psychic medium, from award-winning and New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Unger. When Eloise’s granddaughter, twenty-year-old Finley, comes to live with her, Eloise’s abilities start to
change—things seem to be getting easier. Her load is lighter, and rather than chasing down people she needs, they are
coming to her. She teams up with detective Jones Cooper to help a desperate father bring his daughter’s killer to justice.
Meanwhile, Finley, who is developing gifts of her own, has bigger problems than she’s willing to admit. Will Eloise help
Finley and others see the difference between justice and revenge, or will things spiral out of control first? Returning to the
psychological suspense that earned Lisa Unger such critical acclaim for Beautiful Lies and In the Blood, The Three Sisters is
the third and final part in a gripping series from “an accomplished pro” (Kirkus Reviews).

Ink and Bone
When her former writing student, reporter Lily Samuels, vanishes while looking into her brother's supposed suicide, crime
writer Lydia Strong and her husband, private detective Jeff Mark, launch an investigation into Lily's disappearance.

The Night Olivia Fell
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Another twisty bestselling thriller from Lisa Gardner featuring Pierce Quincy and
Rainie Conner as they take on a case that hits far too close to home. Eight years ago, Sharlah May Nash's older brother beat
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their drunken father to death with a baseball bat in order to save both of their lives. Now thirteen years old, Sharlah has
finally moved on. About to be adopted by retired FBI profiler Pierce Quincy and his partner, Rainie Conner, Sharlah loves
one thing best about her new family: They are all experts on monsters. Then the call comes in. A double murder at a local
gas station, followed by reports of an armed suspect shooting his way through the wilds of Oregon. As Quincy and Rainie
race to assist, they are forced to confront mounting evidence: The shooter may very well be Sharlah's older brother, Telly
Ray Nash, and it appears his killing spree has only just begun. As the clock winds down on a massive hunt for Telly, Quincy
and Rainie must answer two critical questions: Why after eight years has this young man started killing again? And what
does this mean for Sharlah? Once upon a time, Sharlah's big brother saved her life. Now, she has two questions of her own:
Is her brother a hero or a killer? And how much will it cost her new family before they learn the final, shattering truth?
Because as Sharlah knows all too well, the biggest danger is the one standing right behind you.

UNblemished - an Invitation to the Great Feast
"Quinn Colson returns to take down a criminal syndicate that has ravaged his community, threatened his family, and tried
to have him killed"--

Under My Skin
In this explosive psychological thriller by New York Times bestselling author Lisa Unger, a young woman's mysterious gift
forces her into the middle of a dangerous investigation of a little girl's disappearance. For as long as she can remember,
twenty-year-old Finley Montgomery has been able to see into the future. She dreams about events before they occur and
sees beyond the physical world, unconsciously using her power to make supernatural things happen. But Finley can't
control these powers and there's only one person who can help. So Finley moves to The Hollows, a small town in upstate
New York where her grandmother lives, a renowned seer who can finally teach Finley how to use her gift. A gift that is
proving to be both a blessing and a curse, as Finley lands in the middle of a dangerous investigation involving a young girl
who has been missing for ten months and the police have all but given up hope. With time running out there's only so much
Finley can do as The Hollows begins to reveal its true colors. As she digs deeper into the town and its endless layers,
nothing is what it seems. But one thing is clear: The Hollows gets what it wants, no matter what.

The Gospel at Colonus
If Ridley Jones had slept ten minutes later or had taken the subway instead of waiting for a cab, she would still be living the
beautiful lie she used to call her life. She would still be the privileged daughter of a doting father and a loving mother. Her
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life would still be perfect—with only the tiny cracks of an angry junkie for a brother and a charming drunk with shady
underworld connections for an uncle to mar the otherwise flawless whole. But that’s not what happened. Instead, those
inconsequential decisions lead her to perform a good deed that puts her in the right place at the right time to unleash a
chain of events that brings a mysterious package to her door—a package which informs her that her entire world is a lie.
Suddenly forced to question everything she knows about herself and her family, Ridley wanders into dark territory she
never knew existed, where everyone in her life seems like a stranger. She has no idea who’s on her side and who has
something to hide—even, and maybe especially, her new lover, Jake, who appears to have secrets of his own. Sexy and fastpaced, Beautiful Lies is a true literary thriller with one of the freshest voices and heroines to arrive in years. Lisa Unger
takes us on a breathtaking ride in which every choice Ridley makes creates a whirlwind of consequences that are
impossible to imagine . . . . AN INTERNATIONAL BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH SELECTION A featured alternate selection of the
Literary Guild, Doubleday Book Club, Book-of-the-Month Club, Mystery Guild, and Rhapsody Book Club. Also available as a
Random House AudioBook, a Large Print edition, and an eBook. From the Hardcover edition.

Black Out
**The Sunday Times bestseller** Four friends. One luxury getaway. The perfect murder. ‘Pure adrenaline’ ERIN KELLY ‘An
intense thriller’ HEAT ‘A chilling debut, wonderfully paced’ WOMAN AND HOME

Love & Other Crimes
“Dark, sexy, and smart A stunningly good read.” — Linda Fairstein, author of Hell Gate “Utterly compelling . . . A classic
page turner.” — Karin Slaughter, author of Undone In this exciting thriller by Kate White, Cosmopolitan editor-in-chief and
New York Times bestselling author of the Bailey Weggins mystery series (If Looks Could Kill, A Body to Die For, ’Til Death Do
Us Part, Over Her Dead Body, Lethally Blond), a mother of two goes from ordinary New Yorker to victim and detective
overnight. Readers of Laura Lippman and Iris Johansen are sure to find many page-turning thrills in Kate White's Hush.

Heartbroken
Isabel Raine thought she had everything–a successful career, a supportive family, and a happy marriage to the man she
loved. Then one ordinary morning, her husband, Marcus, picks up his briefcase, kisses her good-bye, and simply vanishes.
That day, all her calls to him go straight to voice mail; the messages she leaves at his office go unreturned, too. Panicking
after finally receiving a call from his cell phone in which all she can hear is a man’s terrified cry, Isabel calls the police. But
they aren’t interested. Men leave, they tell her. They leave all the time. Desperate to find her husband, Isabel races to his
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office. But instead of finding him, she finds herself in the middle of an FBI raid. Hours later, she awakens in the hospital with
a severe concussion and a homicide detective by her bedside waiting to question her about Marcus Raine–the real Marcus
Raine. Now the only thing Isabel knows for sure is that her husband of five years is gone. Where is he and who is he are
questions no one seems able to answer. But Isabel will not rest until she discovers the truth about the man she loves, even
if it means risking everything–including her own life. Bestselling author Lisa Unger takes us on a nightmarish journey from
bustling, glamorous New York City to the murky, twisted streets of Prague, seeking the answer to one bone-chilling
question: What if the man you love, the one sleeping beside you, is a stranger? From the Hardcover edition.

Naked Came the Phoenix
In the vein of Big Little Lies and Reconstructing Amelia comes an emotionally charged domestic suspense novel about a
mother unraveling the truth behind how her daughter became brain dead. And pregnant. A search for the truth. A lifetime
of lies. In the small hours of the morning, Abi Knight is startled awake by the phone call no mother ever wants to get: her
teenage daughter Olivia has fallen off a bridge. Not only is Olivia brain dead, she’s pregnant and must remain on life
support to keep her baby alive. And then Abi sees the angry bruises circling Olivia’s wrists. When the police unexpectedly
rule Olivia’s fall an accident, Abi decides to find out what really happened that night. Heartbroken and grieving, she
unravels the threads of her daughter’s life. Was Olivia’s fall an accident? Or something far more sinister? Christina
McDonald weaves a suspenseful and heartwrenching tale of hidden relationships, devastating lies, and the power of a
mother’s love. With flashbacks of Olivia’s own resolve to uncover family secrets, this taut and emotional novel asks: how
well do you know your children? And how well do they know you?

The Grave Tattoo
Fresh from a tour promoting her last case, reclusive true crime writer Lydia Strong receives an anonymous cry for help,
begging her to find and protect Tatiana Quinn, "and all the other girls in need of rescue." Maybe the plea strikes close to her
heart; maybe her investigator's intuition starts buzzing. She takes it on. But this simple case of a missing teenager soon
becomes much more. Someone wants Lydia to drop the case, someone powerful, someone anxious enough to engineer the
reappearance of one of Lydia's first--and most dangerous--adversaries. Now, in addition to tracing the roots of Tatiana's
disappearance on a trail across the country and eventually overseas, Lydia must find the man who wants her dead, his
unfinished business from years ago. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Three Sisters
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Inspiration for the major motion picture Mama Weed; translated from the international bestseller La Daronne, winner of the
European Crime Fiction Prize and the Grand Prix de Littérature Policière, France’s most prestigious prize for crime fiction
Meet Patience Portefeux, a fifty-three-year-old, underpaid Franco-Arab interpreter for the Ministry of Justice who specializes
in phone tapping. Widowed after the sudden death of her husband, Patience is now wedged between university fees for her
grown-up daughters and nursing home costs for her aging mother. Happening upon an especially revealing set of police
wiretaps ahead of all other authorities, Patience makes a life-altering decision that sees her intervening in — and infiltrating
— the machinations of a massive drug deal. She thus embarks on an entirely new career path: Patience becomes The
Godmother. This is not the French idyll of postcards and stock photos. With a gallery of traffickers, dealers, police officers,
and politicians, The Godmother casts its sharp and amusing gaze on everyday survival in contemporary France. With an
unforgettable woman at its center, Hannelore Cayre’s bestselling novel reveals a European criminal underground that has
rarely been seen.
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